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Chapter 1231: Old dreams, recalling Long Peace City (Part 1) 

I came to Long Peace City unintentionally, but your appearance made me feel that the best thing in Long 

Peace City was meeting you. ——Chu Xi Mo 

From the beginning of my memories, I was an orphan. 

The seas were my home, there really wasn’t much else to say. 

But it was a good thing that I met a group of brothers and among them was Ji Yu. 

In the beginning, we weren’t pirates, we just robbed rich young masters who were drunk at night. 

Those people had fat heads, they seemed simple minded and were quite disoriented. 

We had no plans at first, but as more and more people came, we formed an organization. 

Although Long Peace City had many rich people, it was dangerous since it was at the feet of the emperor. 

So our goals turned to the sea. 

Every time robbing an official ship was playing a game with our lives, but I was never afraid. 

It was because there was a very wonderful feeling in my heart that victory belonged to me. 

Until that one time my whereabouts had been leaked to Long Peace City, almost dying under the blades 

of the soldiers. 

I met a person at that time. 

She lived in an inn and casually ordered a few dishes, using an amount that normal people could live 

several months off of. 

I guessed that she was someone from the court. 

But I never expected that she was the sixth king’s daughter and I never thought that she would drop me. 

At that moment, I felt that I was just that small. 

The sea emperor, in front of those nobles, I was just a pirate. 

I told myself many times that I can’t owe favours to nobles and if there was a chance, I would repay it. 

That chance didn’t come quickly, it came just right. 

When I met her again, there was her fiance standing beside her. 

When I saw how he acted like a young master, I couldn’t help laughing at him. He left his wife here as a 

hostage, he really wasn’t a good man. 

Of course, I didn’t reveal it myself. 

When I returned to Blood Blue Island, I revealed myself. 



I made a meal after not making one for a long time and she remembered who I was. 

Even if I thought it was impossible for her fiance to come save her, I never thought of hurting her. 

If she wanted to return, I would send her back. If she wanted to stay, I wouldn’t…..stop her. 

But Lin Ruo Jing didn’t come back and she didn’t plan on staying. Although I was a bit unhappy, it didn’t 

make me sad. 

I gave her a firework in response to her saving my life and she accepted it. 

But I never thought that less than three days after this was given, we would meet again. 

I vaguely remember the large waves on the sea and her holding the pipa. She didn’t hesitate at all in the 

wind and rain, she just sang a breathtaking song. 

What mesmerized me the most was: Remembering the vows of another life, being speechless while 

speaking. Hating not knowing each other. 

At that moment, I felt that she was singing that song for me, telling me about our past lives. 

She remembered and I forgot. 

For the first time, there was a strange throbbing in my heart. 

For the first time, I wanted to understand a girl. 

For the first time, I felt my heart beating fast. 

I felt that she had changed. When she was on the island before, she always mentioned her fiance, but 

now she never mentioned him once. 

I guessed that she probably learned something after returning to Long Peace City. 

But no matter what, I liked how she had changed. 
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Although when she talked to me, I always felt like I was facing someone. 

That feeling made one’s heart burn from time to time. For example, choosing a day, it was better to 

choose tomorrow. 

I suddenly knew what it was like to fall in love. This was a feeling that by looking at each other, we 

would know what the other was thinking. 

Everything went smoothly after meeting. For example, Lin Ruo Jing really came back and we invited him 

to drink our wedding wine. 

The only thing I never imagined was that Qing Wei would betray us. 

It was a good thing that I didn’t let her go with us. 



There were times when people’s perception of danger was good. I was afraid that something would 

happen to her, so I placed her in the safest place. That way no matter what dangers I met, I wouldn’t 

panic. 

Qing Wei’s betrayal was indeed something I didn’t expect, but it did confirm one thing, the identity that 

Su Yuan told me. 

The thing that I used to despise, how I wished to have it right now. 

After all, the person in front of me was Lin Ruo Jing, her previous fiance….. 

I indeed wanted to use a special method to completely crush him, at the same time I wanted to give her 

a new special identity. 

Perhaps this identity wasn’t only below one and above all, but it was unique. 

For me…..it was unique. 

In the square, I didn’t speak when Su Yuan came. I never said a word to Lin Ruo Jing since the beginning 

because I disdained even looking at him. 

I was thinking at that time that the position I held was a height that you could never reach in your life. 

Standing by me was my wife, my empress, the only person who had been in my world. 

As for you…..Lin Ruo Jing…… 

You are just a dead person. 

Everything went smoothly, from the coronation to the empress coronation. 

I stood at the center of the court, having the highest power in the world. 

The girl who stood by me was the only wife of the emperor. No one would look down on the sixth king’s 

daughter for marrying a pirate, there would only be people who envied her. 

But in reality, I didn’t want her to be alone in the harem. 

Because being the emperor was too busy and I wasn’t willing to let her be alone. 

I spent three months taking care of everything, handling all the trivial matters to eunuch Liu. 

It was funny speaking of this, he had recruited a bunch of harem girls which angered her to death. 

No, it should be that she was only half angered to death…… 

I liked her occasional proud appearance, I liked her being jealous, I even liked her wearing men’s 

clothing. 

Because I felt that no matter how she was…..she looked good. 

After bidding farewell to everyone, the two of us headed to the empty Blood Blue Island. 

The weather was good that day and the sky was blue. We stood on the deck as the sea breeze blew 

across. 



I asked her a question, one that had been in my heart for a long time. 

“Wife, did you like Lin Ruo Jing?” 

For a long time, she wanted to say something, but I cut her off, “That…..I suddenly don’t want to know.” 

As soon as my voice fell, I came beside her and took her in my embrace. 

Although I wanted to know the answer very much, she was currently standing by my side. 

Those answers weren’t as important anymore. 

She gave a soft laugh from my embrace before saying, “Anyway, I didn’t.” 

Long Peace City was beautiful, but you were one in a million and I only wanted to find you. 

[Ding, congratulations on bringing a soul fragment into the Lead God Space. 22/100] 
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[Welcome back host!] 

…… 

[Welcome back host again!] 

…… 

[Welcome back host again warmly!] 

“I know!” Luo Qing Chen rubbed her temples, feeling a bit groggy. 

She didn’t know how she died in this world, she was just very sleepy for the final bit. 

Lying under the sun after eating, it felt warm and comfortable…… 

[Does the host want to see what happens after you died? Yes/No.] 

“Yes.” 

For the system that knew her this well, it could save time for her most of the time. 

The bronze mirror gradually cleared and a dreamlike seascape appeared. 

The sea breeze gently blew across their faces and Chu Xi Mo softly held her as his eyes were a bit empty. 

He raised his hand and his slender fingers slid across her face. The black eyes tenderly looked at her as 

he said, “Searching for drunken dreams of death. But you should wait for me since I’ve already built my 

coffin……” 

When Luo Qing Chen heard the final words, she suddenly trembled. 

Those words were a song that passed through time and space, falling onto her ears bit by bit. 

Her breathing suddenly stopped. 



It was because Chu Xi Mo could feel that she wasn’t doing good lately, so he had long thought about 

leaving with her. 

But before he had finished his coffin, she had already closed her eyes. 

“Enough.” The tears that were in her eyes didn’t fall. 

There was a deep sigh in the Chaos Space. Her clear eyes trembled as she said, “Continue.” 

[The following is a summary of the previous mission. Host, please properly look over it.] 

Name: Luo Qing Chen 

World: «Sea emperor: Lifting up the hostage princess» 

Mission completion rate: 100% 

Experience: 3500/10000 

There are currently four items in the spatial storage (Full): [iPhone 999], [Exquisite Ring], [Nine Section 

Moon Whip], [Moon Glass Fan]. 

Permanent abilities: Space and time freeze level 1 

Exchange points: 15000 

Base points: 40 

[The host’s twenty third mission panel is below.] 

Appearance: 93/100 

Strength: 80/100 

Intelligence: 98/100 

Figure: 80/100 

After that, the image in the bronze mirror changed. 

[Mission Grade: B] 

[Experience gained: 500. Reward gained: ‘I’m the prettiest mirror’] 

Female lead: Luo Qing Chen (Dust Floating in the World) 

Male lead: Ye Qian Hun (Half World Held Soul) 

Supporting female lead: He Miao Ling (Exquisite Beauty) 

Supporting male lead: You Yu Lin (Jade Tree Facing the Wind) 

Cannon fodder: Feng Wu Yue (Dance Dance Dance Dance Dance) 

“I want to ask, what is the I’m the prettiest mirror?” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes and seriously 

looked over the words in the bronze mirror, clearly looking confused. 



[As long as the host asks ‘mirror, mirror, who is the prettiest in the world’, it will say you!] 

“What use is that!” 

[The uses are: Dazzling one’s self, shining X…..] 

“No need…..quickly start!” Luo Qing Chen felt like she was losing motivation before it even began. 

The system had been more and more of a mess. The things that it gave her were all broken and not a 

single one was useful! 

It was worse than the bronze mirror that glowed all day, at least it could see many things that she 

couldn’t see! 

[……] The system helplessly spread its hands, showing that it was very aggrieved. 

Mission content: [Return to three days before the female lead died and obtain the love of the male lead 

Ye Qian Hun.] 

Side mission: [Let the cannon fodder Feng Wu Yue find her true love!] 

[Currently importing memories, please accept them, host!] 
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After seriously going over the previous host’s memories, Luo Qing Chen’s thoughts were: Very bad. 

When the previous host was fifteen years old, she was encouraged by her classmates to play a game 

during summer vacation. 

The name was: League of Legends. 

The previous host’s classmates were ‘I Am a Great God’ and ‘The Previous Host Was a Little Cabbage’ 

wanted to show off their skills. 

But they never thought that after three rounds, the previous host would find her talent for playing this 

game. 

Moreover, she was very talented. 

For games, especially in e-sports, people with talent could reach the peak. 

Even if normal people worked hard, they would only be able to excel. 

The previous host’s classmates never thought that just after three games, she would go from a noob to a 

carry. She brought her classmates all the way up. 

In the end, in just half a month, the previous host used Annie (a mage champion) to reach the top of 

Challenger. 

Of course, she only carried her classmates to Diamond. 

After all, a single hole could ruin an entire game. 



The ranks in League of Legend were: Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, Diamond, Master, and finally 

Challenger. 

There were pits in every rank and there was plenty of flaming, but the previous host never responded. 

Until she played a game while she was bored, meeting the supporting male lead You Yu Lin and the 

supporting female lead He Miao Ling. 

You Yu Lin was Challenger and He Miao Ling was only Diamond. 

At the beginning of the game, He Miao Ling typed into the chat. 

[Team] Exquisite Beauty: I am support, the male god will carry me! 

[Team] King of Racing: Ai! It’s a girl! Big brother will carry you! 

[Team] Jade Tree Facing the Wind: Can you shut up, are you not embarrassed trying to pick up girls with 

your creep score? 

[Team] King of Racing: You are a Challenger, you are good! 

…… 

The previous host didn’t participate in their chat at all, that was until the score became 5:21. 

Exquisite Beauty: 0-10-2 

King of Racing: 0-7-0 

Jade Tree Facing the Wind: 2-2-0 

Dust Floating in the World: 3-0-0 

Unknown passerby: 0-2-0 

…… 

Using the tab key, one could tell by the score that this match couldn’t be won at all. 

The previous host had been playing Leblanc and with the large gap in equipment, she was a bit helpless. 

At this time, He Miao Ling started the surrender vote and spoke in the team chat. 

[Team] Exquisite Beauty: Ying, ying, ying, you are all noobs, Challengers can’t even carry a Diamond! 

The previous host knit her brows and directly chose to deny this vote. She was already 8-0-0 at this time. 

In the end, because of the previous host’s side lane pressure, the previous host took care of the two 

carries (DPS) with a QWRE combo and won the game. 

From beginning to end, the previous host never said a word and silently exited the game. 

She never thought that at this time, she would receive a friend request from the supporting male lead 

You Yu Lin. The previous host denied this, but then the friend request came again and there was a 

message to it. 



[Are you interested in signing up for an Internet Cafe League? The prize is five thousand and we’re 

missing a mid laner.] 

Seeing the prize of five thousand, the previous host hesitated. 

After all, she was still a student, so she didn’t have any financial means and didn’t have much free time. 

She didn’t have the time to grind for runes and stuff. 

This reward was quite important for her. 

The previous host thought for less than three seconds before accepting You Yu Lin’s friend request. 

They formed a team called ‘Blazing Flame’ and naturally that team included He Miao Ling who dragged 

at their feet. 
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This was an online registration event, so the preliminary rounds were only played online. 

Only at the finals did one have to go to a place called the “Soaring Flame Internet Cafe” to sit down and 

play. 

It could only be said that the previous host really was too strong. She played assassin mid laners and 

crushed the enemy team. Once she reached level six, she took the enemy’s life with a QWER flash and 

ignite combo. 

But their path to victory was still bad. After all, they were always fighting four against give, oh, no…..It 

should be four against six. 

He Miao Ling’s most common phrase was—— 

“Why am I dead!” (The previous host’s inner OS: Why don’t you know why you’re dead?) 

“Damn, how can the enemy jungler instant kill me?” (The previous host’s inner OS: Nonsense! The other 

side is much more fed than you!) 

“Why is the other side’s ADC’s (marksman) damage so high!” (The previous host’s inner OS: You’ve fed 

them seven kills, can it be low?) 

…… 

Although the previous host never said this, it was clear that You Yu Lin obviously couldn’t take it 

anymore. In the semifinals, they had already lost two matches of the best of five. 

Even if the previous host was a super god, it was impossible to carry this game with this pit! 

Because this was a team game! 

In the end, You Yu Lin had He Miao Ling go down in team chat and the original mid laner came back. 

The previous host knew that this team had a mid laner, but he wasn’t feeling well during the first part of 

the competition, so he hadn’t been a part of it with them. 



Later, he became their substitute. 

“But I can’t play support.” The substitute mid laner said in voice chat. 

You Yu Lin thought about it before saying, “Dust Floating in the World, be my support!” 

The previous host was surprised before typing a single word, “Alright.” 

With the cancer on their team, they had caught up, going up to three and winning the semi finals. 

The previous host had never said a single word in the voice chat, so everyone thought that she was a big 

boss. 

But when the day of the competition at the internet cafe came, they found that she was a great beauty. 

A very silent great beauty that looked very gentle, but she could kill everyone in the competition. 

On the competition stage, it was like You Yu Lin was possessed by the ‘Sand Emperor’. After the previous 

host changed for He Miao Ling, he dealt an explosive amount of damage with his two followers. 

The substitute mid laner did decently, not doing anything too amazing, but he didn’t do too poorly. 

In the end, they had won 3-0, taking the finals and receiving the five thousand reward. 

The reward was split six ways, He Miao Ling righteously said she put in the most work. 

Everyone treated her as a little girl and ignored her, but You Yu Lin confessed to the previous host at the 

celebration party that night. 

Although You Yu Lin had always taken care of He Miao Ling and chased her, she liked having various men 

chase after her and didn’t choose a single one. 

She always remained ambiguous and never gave an answer. 

When the previous host appeared, You Yu Lin changed to a new target. In the end, the previous host 

agreed. 

After all, there would always be a special spark between ADCs and supports. 

“I will protect you, you kill them!’ How beautiful of a phrase that was! 

It was a pity that these good times didn’t last long. The previous host was rather introverted, so she 

didn’t like to do anything other than playing games. 

But You Yu Lin was already in university. He went to KTV and bars all day, he was in a different world 

from the previous host. 

Then over time, He Miao Ling went from being passive to attacking, taking You Yu Lin’s heart. 
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In the end, You Yu Lin decided to make a clean break with the previous host. Not only did he kick her off 

the team, he even didn’t give her the reward from the last few competitions. 



He Miao Ling took back her support position and played with You Yu Lin in small competitions. There 

were wins and losses, but their feelings were developed. 

The pitiful previous host had suddenly become alone. She had done many things for You Yu Lin, but You 

Yu Lin didn’t know. 

The mid laner and support were different. The mid laner dealt damage based on the other side’s carry 

while the support always had to stay with the ADC. 

Putting down vision, controlling the dragon, and doing everything to protect your ADC. 

The previous host was a very active mid laner, so she had spent quite a bit of time to become a 

protective support. 

Not only did she stay up late to practice champions, she used her few gold coins to buy support heroes 

and runes. 

She had given up all her dreams as a mid laner and her favourite roles as a mid laner. 

But she never thought that this person would turn out to be a scumbag. 

The previous host put all her attention into the game and played three days and nights without eating, 

drinking, or sleeping. Her body finally couldn’t take it and her brain went GG! 

[It took quite a bit of time for the host to go through the memories this time!] 

Un, this is an online gaming world, it’s good to think a bit longer. 

She looked around and looked at her clean room before looking at League of Legends on her computer 

screen, seriously thinking for a long time. 

[System notification: Because of the specialty of this world, the host will receive League of Legend skills 

(skill level equal to the previous host).] 

Got it! But there’s still something that I am very confused about…..The male lead…… 

[The host can take a look at the next city wide League of Legend tournament.] 

Luo Qing Chen was about to walk to the computer when she suddenly thought of something. She went 

to the kitchen to pour herself some water first. 

Thinking of how the previous host had died because she had played for three days straight, her head did 

feel a bit painful. 

She called a family bucket and washed up, changing into pyjamas. Only then did Luo Qing Chen sit down 

in front of her computer again. 

In the memories of the previous host, she came from a one parent family. Her father had left long ago 

and her mother worked abroad all year around, so she was brought up by her grandmother. 

Old people slept rather early and the soundproofing of her room was good, so she didn’t know what she 

was doing. 



But the previous host’s computer was quite good. In her memories, she learned that this was a 

computer configured with high end parts with her prize money. 

Whether it was the monitor, the processor, the graphics card, or the hard drive, they were all the best 

on the market. 

The price of this set definitely wasn’t low, it was enough to show the previous host’s love for playing 

League of Legends competitively. 

Luo Qing Chen followed the instructions the system gave her and found all the city’s League of Legends 

tournaments. 

There was a sign up portion and there were teams that were missing players. 

She was attracted by a big red icon and there was only a single English letter written on it: W! 

The team captain’s name was: Half World Held Soul. 

This name was this familiar, it could have only appeared in the bronze mirror. 

Luo Qing Chen opened the recruitment post and looked at the rules. 

1. Only mid laners or supports. 

2. Has to be in the top twenty of the country’s Challenger rankings. 

3. Can’t be a girl. 

??? 

When she saw the third line, Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help cursing in her heart! 

Discriminating against women in e-sports, that really was too much! 

Although she was very unwilling, she still made a very bold move! 

Cut her hair and buy men’s clothing! 
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System, system, I don’t have money! 

[Ding, 500 exchange points has been taken. Successfully exchanged for a limitless black card with one 

hundred thousand.] 

Her empty pockets were instantly filled at that moment. 

That feeling of money falling from the sky really was great! 

Wandering around the city, she wiped out close to twenty thousand yuan. 

After all, the face of the clothes had to be supported! Didn’t that little white flower use the little white 

dress to hook You Yu Lin? 



To be honest, when she looked at herself in the mirror in the salon, she could only say one thing: Now 

this was handsome! 

She had curly maroon hair, with a complexion that was as white as marble, and a slightly raised nose. 

Her thin lips were like cherry blossoms as they curled slightly up. Especially those eyes, they were clear 

as pearls with a faint mist at the bottom of them. 

She could attract male gods wearing female clothing, but wearing male clothing……she looked like a 

school hunk. 

It was because the previous host’s face was rather cold, with relatively thin lips and slightly brown eyes. 

“This beauty, are you satisfied?” The style artist was very satisfied with their skill. After all, he had 

turned a beautiful girl with long hair into a handsome guy! 

“Mostly satisfied.” Luo Qing Chen raised her right hand to her chestnut hair. 

“Mostly?” The style artist was a bit confused. He rubbed his chin and asked, “Which part are you not 

satisfied with?” 

“Ke, ke.” Luo Qing Chen cleared her throat, “Please call my handsome brother!” 

…… 

When she came home, she chose a beige coat with two breast pockets and left it open, revealing the 

tailored white dress shirt inside, as well as the black tie that she was wearing. It made her look very 

handsome. 

In the end, she sent her rank and identity to W Team’s captain Half World Held Soul. 

Or specifically, she should call him……Ye Qian Hun. 

Two hours later, she received a reply. Actually she knew that she had a high chance in applying for the 

mid laner role since she had a very high win rate in ranked games. 

The interview was set for eight tomorrow morning. When she was planning on going to sleep, there was 

an unknown number that called her. 

“Hey.” It was a somewhat lazy voice. 

“Hello, are you mister…..Luo Qing Chen?” A voice that was very magnetic and had a bit of a chill to it 

sounded. 

She immediately woke up. 

“Ke, ke.” She cleared her throat before lowering her voice, “Hello, I am!” 

“I am Team W’s Half World Held Soul, I forgot to tell you in the email that you need to bring your ID card 

tomorrow.” His voice had a bit of doubt, but he still said the main topic of the call. 

! 

“Alright, alright, no problem!” She couldn’t help feeling her breath become a bit tense at that moment. 



It’s like you could still breathe, but your breath was stopped by the sound of the other side’s voice. 

“Un, I’ve disturbed you.” 

“Un! Not at all.” 

“Rest early, good night.” 

“Good……Ke, ke……Good night!” 

There was the busy tone that came from the other side of the call. 

The room became silent and she let out a long sigh of relief. She could feel just how hard her heart was 

beating at this moment. 

“Peng, peng, peng, peng, peng.” 

If she could increase her affection for the male lead, it would have already increased by fifty, alright? 

After all! 

His! Voice! Was! Too! Good! 
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The next morning, she was prepared before her alarm even sounded. 

She was wearing a white Dior t-shirt with two decorative buttons on the v neck, with a simple beige 

jacket from Walter around it. She was wearing a limited edition coffee coloured Nike cap which covered 

most of her chestnut hair. 

Standing in front of the full body mirror, she almost didn’t recognize herself. 

It was winter vacation now, it would be hard to avoid her classmates, but with this outfit, she wouldn’t 

be recognized even if they were at the same table, alright? 

[The host looks so confident, what about your ID card?] 

…… 

It was fine if the system didn’t mention it, but she felt her head ache once it was mentioned. 

Where could she get a fake ID card at this time? 

[The system has it, the host can exchange for it!] 

Is it expensive? 

[Not expensive, just five hundred little sister coins! Oh, no, it’s five hundred exchange points!] 

So expensive…… 

[But the system’s ID card can be used online, which is excellent value for the host.] 



Luo Qing Chen thought about it before finally deciding to exchange for it! Even if the system was clearly 

raising the price, she couldn’t care that much. 

After all, there was a day that it was right. 

Checking ID cards all depended on technology. It wasn’t difficult for her to buy a fake ID card, but it was 

hard to fake her identity online! 

Alright, exchange! 

[Ding, 500 exchange points has been taken. Successfully exchanged for a ‘fake ID card’ (Can only be used 

in this world).] 

– 

The interview location was a very high end e-sports hall. The first floor was an internet cafe and the 

second floor were VIP seats. This venue was mainly used for small and medium sized events. 

Luo Qing Chen looked around before going upstairs. 

When she came to the second floor, she saw a fat person being chased out of the office. There was an 

angry voice that came from inside, “Please don’t use boosted accounts to fool us, alright?” 

Although the voice sounded pretty good, Luo Qing Chen was certain that it wasn’t the person who spoke 

to her last night. 

Oh! As the name suggested: Not a Male Lead! 

“Ai, god Qian! Online recruitment is too unreliable, they are all……” Fatty Chen didn’t get to finish when 

he saw Luo Qing Chen come in. 

He was a bit stunned at that moment. 

After all, people that played games online to him all had pale skin, pimples, fat faces, and shiny faces. 

But this boy that came in seemed like he came from another galaxy. 

No, to be precise, it should be from the same galaxy as Ye Qian Hun. 

After all, other than Ye Qian Hui, the only other person fatty Chen had seen with good skin and played 

games was this little handsome brother. 

But she was too white. Those beautiful eyes and those slightly red lips, it almost gave him an urge to 

‘come out’! 

“Eh……You are……” When fatty Chen was about to come forward with a smile, Ye Qian Hui cut him off. 

“Luo Qing Chen, right!” There was a sparkle that was in his deep eyes when he looked up. 

It was as if he was looking at a special prey as he looked at the young man in front of him. 

At the same time, Luo Qing Chen’s eyes also fell onto Ye Qian Hun. 

As expected, a person with such a good voice wouldn’t look that bad. 



Ye Qian Hun was someone who looked very good because he had a pair of beautiful eyes. 
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Ye Qian Hun sitting in front of her was wearing a clean white shirt and there was a dark blue coat around 

it. He was wearing a dark pair of suit pants that didn’t have a single wrinkle, giving off an arrogance and 

mysterious feeling. 

“Classmate Luo.” 

Ye Qian Hun’s words cut through her thoughts, making her tremble a bit, “Eh, what is it?” 

“Resume.” 

“Oh……” 

…… 

The words were very simple, but Luo Qing Chen felt very awkward. 

“Do you want to apply for our team’s mid laner?” He held the resume one hand while pointing at the 

place beside him, “Don’t be restrained, sit down!” 

Luo Qing Chen took a deep breath and walked over to where he was pointing where there was a laptop 

waiting. 

There was a faint scent of lemon which should have been the scent coming from Qian Ye An. 

It shouldn’t be perfume, rather it was a certain laundry detergent…… 

But it really…..did smell good. 

“Which champion are you better at?” He flipped through her resume, asking in a very casual voice. 

“Leblanc, Ahri, Kassadin, Zed……” Luo Qing Chen blurted out without even thinking. 

Ye Qian Hun touched his cheek with a deep meaning as he said, “Assassin champions.” 

“Yes!” She said with a nod, “I play rather aggressively during laning phase, so I use more assassin 

champions while playing rank.” 

“Then how are you at playing team fighting mid laners?” He put down her resume and seriously looked 

at her with a trace of questioning in his deep eyes. 

“I can play them.” She nodded as she replied. 

In League of Legends, other than assassin mid laners, there were mid laners suited for team fights. For 

example, Orianna, Corki, Jayce, and etc. 

[TL Note: I’m triggered by the fact the author thinks Jayce is a team fight mid laner……] 



“This is fatty Chen, we call him fatty.” Ye Qian Hun pointed at fatty Chen sitting on the side as he looked 

over Luo Qing Chen again, “He is our team’s top laner, can you duel him? If you can not die within ten 

minutes, you pass. On the contrary, if you are killed by him, we can only say sorry.” 

Ye Qian Hun was very direct, after all they counted on strength when recruiting people. 

After all, there were many pits in the e-sports world and plenty of boosted people, there were too many 

of them whether it was in terms of rank or achievement. 

But Luo Qing Chen was a genius mid laner! 

“Actually, there’s another result.” Luo Qing Chen deep as the sea eyes looked up and she revealed a 

faint smile. 

Ye Qian An saw her smile and there was a sparkle in his eyes. 

Luo Qing Chen quickly opened the client and typed in her password. 

Fatty Chen’s IGN was Unparalleled Fatty. He invited Luo Qing Chen and didn’t forget to ask, “Why does it 

seem like you and god Qian have matching names……” 

Dust Floating in the World 

Half World Held Soul 

……. 

There was an awkward feeling that filled the air. 

Very soon, they entered champ select. Luo Qing Chen thought about it before finally taking Annie. 

Her character was a little loli that was hugging a teddy bear. At level six, she could summon the teddy 

bear and stun the enemy. 

The other side took Rumble (top laner). After level three, it was a very hard champion to solo kill. 

The character wasn’t too ugly. A character like a mouse was sitting in a robot who was also called the 

Mechanized Menace. 
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Luo Qing Chen didn’t study the champ Rumble. After all, she rarely went top lane, but she still knew his 

basic skills. 

The chances of both sides killing each other was not high, but the outcome really was unexpected. 

Luo Qing Chen’s Annie went out with a Doran’s Ring and fatty Chen had a Doran’s Shield. 

After a wave of blood that followed after reaching level three, both of them decided to retreat to their 

tower. 



But Luo Qing Chen didn’t retreat. After taking care of the final minion, she flashed under the enemy’s 

tower to use Q and W to take first blood. 

The first blood game sound rang in the headphones. 

Only six minutes had passed at this time. 

At the same time, there was a prompt from the system. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 10%.] 

Luo Qing Chen knew that Ye Qian Hun must be looking at her, but she didn’t look back. 

Fatty Chen scratched his head in a confused manner, looking quite stiff. 

He never thought that he would lose to a kid that looked like they were still in school. He said with an 

unwilling look, “One…..One more time!” 

“No need.” His slender fingers tapped on the table as he looked at Luo Qing Chen, “Welcome to W.” 

“But……God Qian, this was an accident!” Fatty Chen looked a bit wrong, since he ‘couldn’t take this 

aggrievement’. 

“Even if she didn’t kill you under the tower, you would have lost.” Ye Qian Hun pointed at the game 

data, “She was firmly ahead by ten CS when you were farming minions.” 

A single CS is getting the last hit on a minion. The previous host used to practice custom exercises when 

it came to farming minions, only passing when she reached eighty CS at ten minutes! 

“Damn, really good!” The fatty looked at the game data with a look of disbelief, “Broken, hee, hee! I 

offended you just now, welcome to Team W! Why do I feel that we’ll become gods this year!” 

“Thank you.” Luo Qing Chen gave a polite nod, “Then if there’s nothing else, I’ll be leaving first.” 

“Wait.” Ye Qian Hun didn’t plan on letting her go so soon. He looked up and said, “We’re still missing a 

support, classmate Luo can help us interview people after this.” 

Ye Qian Hun seemed to like to call her classmate a lot, was it because she wrote eighteen on her 

resume? 

But it had to be said, there were many people who applied for Team W. Although they were all kings in 

their areas, their strength wasn’t at the same level. 

In the end, they chose a support at the Master rank. 

The reason was very simple, he passed the test. 

This person IGN was Forever. When translated it meant forever and his real name was Bai Yong. 

Luo Qing Chen felt like she couldn’t take this Bai Yong. The first impression wasn’t good, even if she 

didn’t really talk to him. 

It should be because she said too little that it felt strange. 



But leaving this aside, Bai Yong’s techniques as a support were considered ok! 

In the evening, Ye Qian Hun invited everyone to a meal, as well as discussing the main events and their 

goals for this year. 

Team W was a very famous League of Legends team in A City, they had won several large and small 

internet cafe competitions. Their overall level wasn’t even at the same level as the ‘Blazing Flame’ that 

You Yu Lin was in. 

But Ye Qian Hun’s goal this year was even bigger, he wanted to play in the provincial tournament. 

 


